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OmniConnectors has done it again!
OmniConnectors has connected Omnitronik to Magnetic Freedom.

It was just a question of
timing. We have successfully
established the right connections
for the right project. By
connecting Luc Dalpé of
Omnitronik to Bob Dignard Fung
of Magnetic Freedom Global
Communities, we have helped
launch a revolutionary new

internet communication
technology. This technology will
change forever the way we
communicate via the world wide
web across the globe. Better brace
yourselves. We are about to move
at the speed of light.
Louis Pharand

Revolutionary
Internet Technology
To be Launched In
The rainforest of
COSTA RICA with
global signiﬁcance: A
gathering of global
community spiritual
entrepreneurs will
experience the melding of the
internet’s ﬁrst artiﬁcial
intelligence technology with
live-streaming video, personal
development strategies to
elevate consciousness. Bob
Dignard-Fung & Stephan
Renaud, two pioneering
Canadian entrepreneurs,
along with ﬁfty global
entrepreneurs from Australia,
Netherlands, Denmark,
Israel, United Kingdom,
Canada, Germany, Saint
Vincent,Grenadine and from
the USA All this thanks to
Omnitronik and its
technology.
Bob Dignard Fung

OMNITRONIK NEW REVOLUTIONARY COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
No matter what operating system you are using,
browser and clicking on the conference window
it makes no diﬀerence. We have succeeded in
to experience this revolutionary “visio/
breaching the gap for all to be able to view
audio” new technology. Participants will
video conferencing without having to
be surprised at the ease of use, and this
download any programs other then the usual
simple technology will change forever the
internet plugins like adobe ﬂash player. No
internet experience and communication
need to get a webcam either. Nothing
capabilities of its users.
complicated. It is as simple as opening your
Luc Dalpé CEO Omnitronik
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MONA VIE, MONTREAL MISSION BLACK
DIAMOND’S CONFERENCE .

We had the chance of listening to a pretty
interesting story of Steve and Gina Merritt, whom in

November 13,
Montreal, Quebec,
It’s 7 p.m.. The room
is packed to capacity.
We are about to
embark on an
adventure of a
lifetime.
For those who haven’t
yet heard, Mona Vie
is simply a blend of
the most beneﬁcial
healthy fruits, known
to man, put together
in a delicious juice. It
promote healing of
the body and mind
and two ounces a day
is the equivalent of
recommended daily
intake of seven
portions of fruits.

less then 24 months, have became millionaire thanks
to a philosophy and a healthy way of life.
Hosted by Stephan Renaud who was assisted by
André Linteau and Margot Michaud, who by the way
did an outstanding job. This conference ﬁred up our
Mona Vie distributor team and by the end, we were
all ready and willing to actually repeat Steve and
Gina’s history.
We will be
coming your
way as soon as
humanely
possible.
We will give
you a chance to
Taste it.
Feel it.
And
Share it!
Click here
for info on
MONA VIE
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